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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
WARNING: All the information presented in Physique Zero is for educational and resource purposes only. It is 
not a substitute for or an addition to any advice given to you by your physician or health care provider.

Consult your physician before making any changes to your lifestyle, diet, or exercise habits. You are solely 
responsible for the way information in Physique Zero is perceived and utilized and so, you do so at your own risk.
In no way will any persons associated with Physique Zero be held responsible for any injuries or problems that 
may occur due to the use of this book or the advice contained within.

PERSONAL DISCLAIMER
We are not doctors, nor do we possess a degree in nutrition. The advice we give is based on years of practical 
application, dealing with the needs of our own health and physiques as well as the needs of others. Any 
recommendations we may make to you regarding diet, including, supplements and herbal or nutritional 
treatments must be discussed between you and your doctor/s.

MUSCLE-BUILDING DISCLAIMER
Required Legal Disclaimer: Due to recent laws from the FTC, it is required that all companies identify what a 
“typical” result is. The truth is that most people never do anything when it comes to trying building muscle. They 
might buy a million products, including this one, but never do anything with the information they have in hand. 
The testimonials that you saw were of people who took action, followed a healthy lifestyle, exercised, and ate a 
balanced nutritional diet. If you want results like them, you should do this too. 
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INTRODUCTION
LET’S START OFF BY ANSWERING THE MOST 
COMMON BODYWEIGHT RELATED QUESTION I GET.
Can you build mass with bodyweight training?

Here’s a bit of anecdote.

Look at male gymnasts (and even females at that).

Those guys are pretty jacked, right?

Most of those guys don’t ever touch weights until college. Their foundation, a solid one I might add, is built 
exclusively through bodyweight training.

So can you build mass with bodyweight training?

100% no doubt about it!

So why isn’t bodyweight training more popular?

Simple…

Because it is extremely difficult.

This is especially true once you get to a certain level of proficiency with the standard movements (i.e. push-ups, 
pull ups, dips, etc.) and need to advance to more difficult progressions.

Enough anecdote – what about the science?

There is one way to build muscle, and one way only - get stronger.
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We stimulate new growth by adding resistance, and that resistance isn’t partial to iron plates or our own 
bodyweight.

So whether you’re aiming to add 5 pounds to your bench press or pushing toward doing an extra rep on one 
arm push-ups, your body will have to adapt to the new stimulus.

But wouldn’t adding 10 pounds to the bar be far more effective than adding repetitions to a push up?

Well… that depends.

A recent study took two groups of well-trained males - one group was assigned to a hypertrophy-type 
resistance program and the other followed a strength-type resistance program. The hypertrophy group 
performed 3 sets of 10RM with 90 seconds of rest in between sets. The other group (strength) performed 
7 sets of 3RM with double the rest time in between sets. 

The Conclusion?

“THIS STUDY SHOWED THAT BOTH BODYBUILDING - AND POWERLIFTING-
TYPE TRAINING PROMOTE SIMILAR INCREASES IN MUSCULAR SIZE, BUT 
POWERLIFTING-TYPE TRAINING IS SUPERIOR FOR ENHANCING MAXIMAL 

STRENGTH.”

So despite increasing strength at a faster rate, the strength-type training produced the same amount of 
muscle mass as the hypertrophy-type. 

However, there are a number of factors that you have to consider if you want to maximize growth using, 
primarily, bodyweight movements. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24714538
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3 MASS FACTORS FOR 
BODYWEIGHT TRAINING

  VOLUME
 SOME EXPERTS DEFINE VOLUME AS “THE AMOUNT OF EXERCISE YOU PERFORM OVER A 
GIVEN TIME.” The idea here is that volume is determined by adding up the total number of reps 
performed in a single training session (sets x reps = volume). 

Personally, I like to factor in the amount of weight lifted (sets x reps x weight = total volume). 

In my opinion, this allows for a more accurate calculation of progress, specifically with bodyweight training.

THE IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING VOLUME
The muscle building process, when it comes to resistance training, is quite simple. We stimulate the muscle 
using a given stress (weight), our body then adapts to the stress by building new muscle mass in order to 
handle it.

If we, for example, perform bodyweight pull ups (135 lbs bodyweight) x 4 sets x 8 reps (each), our total 
volume is 4,320 lbs. We now adapt to that stress (total volume) in preparation to handle this stress again. 
If we go in the gym (or the park, or your living room) again the following week and perform the same total 
volume on the pull ups, our body has no reason to adapt and thus we’re only working hard enough to 
maintain the gains we’ve made. 

#1 
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If we want to increase the total volume, we have a few options:
1. Increase the amount of weight used without sacrificing sets and reps.
2. Increase the amount of reps performed without sacrificing weight and sets.

WHAT ABOUT INCREASING THE NUMBER OF SETS?
Couldn’t one just add more sets of pull-ups?

Sure, this can be done, but studies show that it’s only possible to a certain degree before we experience 
diminishing returns.

However, when it comes to bodyweight training, since we are limited to the amount of weight we can 
increase, adding sets would be the next best thing.

Now let’s consider a bodyweight exercise that is, in most cases, a lot easier to perform.

Couldn’t we just do push-ups (bodyweight 135 lbs) for 3 sets of 30 and get better result than bench 
pressing 160 lbs x 4 x 10?

Surely the total volume would be higher…

Let’s ignore that fact that, from a biomechanical standpoint, this would be comparing apples to oranges 
because the bench press will require more core strength, stability, and range of motion to perform.

It’s why my 100 pound son can perform 10 push-ups but would get crushed under a 100 pound barbell on 
the bench press.

But that’s besides point. 

The point is, according to this study, you would have to perform 3x the total volume, when using a 
lighter weight, to get the same exact results you would from a moderate load. Making light load training 
(bodyweight) effective but extremely inefficient.*

This study showed similar findings when they compared a low, moderate, and a high rep group. The 
difference here was, the low and moderate rep groups produced significantly more hypertrophy than the 
high rep group. 

Again, bringing me back to the point I made earlier.

Bodyweight training can and will promote muscle hypertrophy, but not as optimally as traditional weight 
training. 

Unless we even the score…

It’s not hard to see that the main differentiator, in terms of building muscle mass with bodyweight vs 
traditional weight training, is intensity. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20300012
https://bodyrecomposition.com/research-review/effects-of-low-versus-high-load-resistance-training-research-review.html/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12436270
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  INTENSITY
 GAUGING TRAINING INTENSITY IS TYPICALLY GAUGED USING A VERY SIMPLE METHOD. 

Using a percentage of your 1RM.

An example of using a percentage of your 1RM would be; let’s say your max bench press is 315 lbs. Then you 
might use, for example, 80% of your 1RM for 5 sets of 5. This might translate to something like 252x5x5.

Unfortunately, when it comes to bodyweight training, intensity remains the same and cannot be manipulated to 
any significant degree.

That is, of course, unless you’re able (or willing) to add intensity in a non-
traditional fashion by:

a. Altering your technique so that more work is performed through a 
decrease in leverage.

b. Adding weight without gym equipment:
 » Weighted Vest
 » Weighted Backpack
 » Dip Belt (for certain exercises)
 » Ankle Weights
 » Weight Plates on Your Back (for push-up variations)

c. Training to Muscular Failure
Although training to failure for someone who trains primarily with weights, at a respectable intensity, is not 
something I recommend my views do differ a bit when it comes to lower intensity (bodyweight) training.

This is because it has been shown that we can only expect a significant elevation in MPS for trainees working 
with 70-90% of their 1RM. While MPS was considered “negligible” in trainees who used 20-40% (with workload 
being equal).

However, low-intensity exercise performed to failure equalizes this response.

With that said, in the case of bodyweight workouts, training to failure, regularly, is recommend (by me).

But why stop there?

Another major contributing factor to muscle hypertrophy that can be implemented with bodyweight training is 
frequency. 

#2  

NOTE: For the best (and 
safest) results, focus on 
maintaining overall form and 
technique while increasing 
the load slightly over time. 
Sacrificing form in order to 
move more weight is not 
only unsafe, but defeats the 
entire purpose of adding the 
weight all together. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3381813/
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 FREQUENCY
 “REFERS TO THE NUMBER OF TRAINING SESSIONS WITHIN A GIVEN TIME FRAME, SUCH AS A DAY 
OR A WEEK.”

This study published by the Journal of Strength & Conditioning Research compared a 1-day per week 
training frequency to a 3-days per week while keeping volume constant between both groups. They found 
that a higher frequency of training, despite no difference in total volume, produced more gains.

Another study found that subjects who trained a single muscle-group more frequently throughout the 
week, despite no changes in total volume, made no significant increases in strength, however, did show 
significant increases in muscle growth. 

This is, in my opinion, due to a few factors.

I. POTENTIATION
TAKE ONE INDIVIDUAL WHO IS TRAINING THEIR CHEST ON MONDAY AND PERFORMING 12 TOTAL SETS. 
It’s pretty safe to say that, by the middle of the workout, the pecs will be fairly fatigued and unable to 
perform at their peak. (See chart below)
 

Let’s take the same individual and split his 12 sets of chest training up evenly over 3 days. It’s pretty safe to 
say that, despite the number of sets being identical, the total volume will be higher due to all of their chest 
training being done in a potentiated state. (See chart below)

CHEST DAY - BODY PART SPLIT TRAINING POTENTIAL
EXERCISE #1

SET 1
SET 2
SET 3
SET 4

90-100%

EXERCISE #2
SET 1
SET 2
SET 3
SET 4

ABOUT 80%

EXERCISE #3
SET 1
SET 2
SET 3
SET 4

70% AND BELOW

 

#3  

https://journals.lww.com/nsca-jscr/Abstract/2000/08000/Comparison_of_1_Day_and_3_Days_Per_Week_of.6.aspx
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25932981
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Let’s take the same individual and split his 12 sets of chest training up evenly over 3 days. It’s pretty safe to 
say that, despite the number of sets being identical, the total volume will be higher due to all of their chest 
training being done in a potentiated state. (See chart below) 

BENCH PRESS - HIGH FREQUENCY TRAINING POTENTIAL
DAY #1
SET 1
SET 2
SET 3
SET 4

90-100%

DAY #2
SET 1
SET 2
SET 3
SET 4

ABOUT 80%

DAY #3
SET 1
SET 2
SET 3
SET 4

70% AND BELOW

II. REPEATED BOUT EFFECT
IN THE PAST YOU’VE PROBABLY BEEN LEAD TO BELIEVE THAT, IF YOU TRAIN A MUSCLE-GROUP MORE 
THAN 1-2 TIMES PER WEEK, YOU’LL OVERTRAIN AND ULTIMATELY END UP DOING MORE BAD THAN 
GOOD.

Although this could be the case if the muscle is trained too intensively for too long without a back off week 
or a deload, it’s going to be less likely with bodyweight training where intensity isn’t quite as high.

This idea of overtraining being a result of training a muscle-group more than once per week has been 
debunked.  

Take this for example:

“With respect to cellular adaptations there is evidence of longitudinal addition of sarcomeres and 
adaptations in the inflammatory response following an initial bout of eccentric exercise. Addition of 
sarcomeres is thought to reduce sarcomere strain during eccentric contractions thereby avoiding 
sarcomere disruption. Inflammatory adaptations are thought to limit the proliferation of damage that 
typically occurs in the days following eccentric exercise.”

 ~ The Nicholas Institute of Sports Medicine and Athletic Trauma

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12641640
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Science has demonstrated, what they call, The Repeated Bout Effect. 
 

REPEATED BOUT EFFECT: the adaptation whereby a single bout of eccentric 
exercise protects against muscle damage from subsequent eccentric bouts.

Although this effect does still require an adequate rest period between 
bouts, training more frequently will increase your ability to recover and 
adapt. 

More efficient recovery and adaptation makes for extended progression 
without a plateau, strength increases, and more overall muscle growth. 
And the more frequent training bouts bring us to our next point…

III. MUSCLE PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
THE SYNTHESIS OF MUSCLE PROTEIN IS ESSENTIAL TO THE BODY’S ONGOING GROWTH, REPAIR, AND 
MAINTENANCE OF ITS SKELETAL MUSCLE GROUPS.

Studies like this one suggest that muscle protein synthesis is more than doubled at about 24 hours following an 
intense training bout. Muscle protein synthesis then begins to drop back to baseline at about the 36 hour mark.
So going back to chest training, let’s look at what that might look like for someone training their chest 1x per 
week vs 2x per week.

The chart above illustrates elevated rates of protein synthesis in an individual who trains his chest (for example) 
once per week. MPS is typically elevated for 24-36 hours (48 hours maximum) and then drops back down to 
baseline for the rest of the training week.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/8563679
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This chart illustrates elevated MPS in an individual who trains his chest twice per week. In this case, the trainee 
is doubling the amount of time he/she is spending in an anabolic state (building muscle). 

Wait…Not so Fast!

At this point you figure that, if you focus on increasing total volume, add a bit of intensity by altering your 
technique or adding bit of weight (using the strategies listed in the Intensity section), and train each muscle-
group 2-3x per week, you could then expect the same results as someone who’s weight training.

The Bad News

We haven’t quite bridged the gap.

The Good News

We are about to get closer.
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BODYWEIGHT 
 TRAINING AMPLIFIERS
 

BTA #1  REP TEMPO
This refers to the speed at which we perform each repetition.

There are 4 components to the rep tempo that each play a vital role in the lift.

ECCENTRIC:
This is the negative 
portion of the lift where 
we are lowering the 
weight with gravity. In 
the example of a push-
up, this would be the 
portion of the movement 
where we are lowering 
our body toward the 
ground. 

ISOMETRIC: 
This is considered the 
midpoint of the range. 
On the push-up, this 
would be the moment 
you reach the desired 
(or required) depth and 
the target muscle(s) 
are lengthened. On the 
bench press, this would 
be the portion of the lift 
where the bar is at your 
chest.

CONCENTRIC:
This is the lifting portion 
of the exercise where we 
are moving the weight 
against resistance. 
Using the example of 
the push-up, this would 
be the portion of the 
exercise where you are 
pushing your both off of 
the ground.

ISOMETRIC:
This represents the 
top of the range where 
the working muscles 
are fully shortened (or 
contracted). Here we are 
talking about the point 
of the push up where 
your elbows are locked 
at the top.

Manipulating the rep tempo, although important but not critical when training with weights, could be a game 
changer for bodyweight trainees.
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By increasing, for example, the eccentric portion of the lift, you are essentially keeping your muscles under 
tension for a longer period of time. More tension = more stress (to a degree).

EXAMPLE: Take an individual who is performing push-ups using a 1:0:1:0 tempo for 8 total repetitions.

The total time spent under tension during this set would have been 16 seconds.

Now let’s take the same person and manipulate their rep tempo to 3:0:1:0 for 6 total repetitions.

The total time spent under tension during this set would have been 24 
seconds.

Had this trainee managed to (eventually) get the same amount of reps 
(8), the total time under tension would have been 32. That’s double the 
tension using the same load (bodyweight). 

NOTE: We must continue to keep total volume in mind. Increasing the 
rep tempo, although extremely helpful in increasing intensity, should 
not come at the expense of volume. The point would be to perform (as 
an example) 10 reps on pull-ups using a 1:0:1:0 tempo and then aiming 
to hit those same 10 reps using a 3:0:1:0 cadence.

BTA #2  TRAINING DENSITY
Density refers to the work you’re able to do in a given amount of time. If you perform 20 sets of 10 reps 
in 45 minutes, your training density for that particular workout in a 45-minute timeframe would be 200 
repetitions. 

In other words, training density is the amount of sets multiplied by the number of reps completed within a 
certain timeframe.
 

INCREASING TRAINING 
DENSITY:
Decreasing the timeframe it 
takes in order to complete a 
given workout (sets x reps).

So if a particular training session 
takes you 1 hour to complete, 
the goal should be to complete 
that same workout in less time 
(i.e. decreasing rest periods).

OTHER BENEFITS OF SLOWER 
REP TEMPOS INCLUDE:

 » Improved connective tissue 
development

 » Better motor control
 » Increased core strength (in 
certain cases)

 » Increased muscle-damage 
(in the case of slower 
eccentrics)
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INCREASING TRAINING DENSITY WITH BODYWEIGHT TRAINING
Let’s say that cranking out 200 reps in 60 minutes was challenging. To take things to the next level, decrease 
your work time by 5 minutes. If you rose to the challenge and again completed 200 total repetitions, you 
may not have increased your total volume, but you’ve still increased your training density. In other words, 
you can do more work in less time, and are therefore progressing.

BTA #3  VARIATIONS
For this amplifier, we’ll use the example of a push-up since this seems to be the exercise most become 
proficient at, fastest.

At one point or another, you’ll be able to perform 50-60 push-ups in a given set. This means that you’ve 
become extremely proficient with the movement and thus the intensity of this workout is extremely low 
(for you). 

The next option would be to either:
 » Add weight
 » Adjust tempo
 » Increase training density
 » Use a more challenging variation

Some example of challenging 
variations for bodyweight 
movements:
1. Chin-Ups to Single Arm 

Chin-Ups
2. Pull Ups to Wide Grip 

Pull Ups
3. Push-Ups to One Arm 

Push-Ups
4. Squats to Pistol Squats
 

Why is this a viable option?

Well…I don’t think it’s hard to see how squatting (or pushing up) your entire body using one leg (or arm) 
rather than two would equate to a heavier load on the target muscle.

BTA #4  ISOMETRICS
An isometric contraction occurs when the muscle tenses while not changing length. This is a style of static 
exercise that involves either holding a position or resisting against an immovable weight.

In terms of bodyweight training, holding a difficult position for time, using bodyweight and leverage to 
create the resistance.
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This can be a paused position of a dynamic action such as holding the bottom of a push up, or holding the 
top position of a pull up (usually focusing on the most difficult portion of an exercise), or actions that are 
usually considered static work by themselves such as planks or any levers.

Depending on the joint and joint angle, isometric contractions tend to be about 20% stronger than the 
standard concentric contraction.

The main benefit of isometric training is maximal motor unit activation – something that is extremely 
difficult to achieve with any other type of resistance training. 
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ENERGY FLUX
ENERGY FLUX (A.K.A. G-FLUX): the complex and interdependent relationship between the energy 
that flows into and out of a physiological system. It’s the balance between the two. You can also think of it 
as the amount of calories you “turn over”.

The more you exercise (to a degree), assuming you’re consuming adequate calories, the better your body 
composition.

“To achieve optimal body composition and health, it is essential 
to find the right balance between energy intake and expenditure. 
Keeping G-flux high is vital to maintaining a lean body and staying 
strong, functional, and healthy.” – Ryan Andrews

HOW TO INCREASE ENERGY-FLUX
 » Increase your weekly amount of physical activity*

Now this doesn’t mean that we should aim to add 4, 1 hour long, steady state cardio sessions to our week. 
And increasing your training frequency before you’re ready will just end up setting you back – doing more 
bad than good.

However, adding in a couple of short Bodyweight Circuit sessions to your week will do more for your body 
composition than weight training alone.

But don’t worry about figuring out what to do, when to do it, or for how long – that’s all covered in the 
training guides.

EAT MORE, EXERCISE MORE, AND BUILD A BETTER BODY.

Other Benefits of Higher Energy-Flux
 » Increases in lean mass and 
decreases in fat mass

 » Improved nutrient partitioning
 » Better recovery
 » Increased metabolic rate
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...IN CLOSING
If you…

 » Are short on time and/or have a hard time making it to the gym
 » Have absolutely no gym or equipment access
 » Prefer to train in the privacy of your own home
 » Travel a lot 
 » Don’t enjoy training with weights
 » Like the flexibility of training anywhere
 » Have doctor’s orders to avoid heavy lifting

Then strategic bodyweight training is an extremely viable option for building muscle, getting lean, and 
staying fit.

And if anyone ever tells you that bodyweight workouts aren’t going to put size on you, just show them 
a picture of Jonathan Horton - 2008 Olympic silver medalist on high bar, 2010 Worlds all-around bronze 
medalist and a two-time U.S. National All-Around Champion.

At the end of the day, if your goal is to build size and strength, then bodyweight training, with the right 
principles in place, can and will get you there.

HOW TO MAXIMIZE GAINS WITH BODYWEIGHT TRAINING

Train frequently, push yourself, and continue to strive for progress.

If you follow the training principles of Physique Zero and adhere to the nutrition plan I’ve laid out for you, 
you’ll be on your way to packing on solid mass, in no time.

As you get more and more proficient with the basic movements, we’ll start implementing the bodyweight 
training amplifiers to challenge you a bit more in the coming phases of your training. This will allow you to 
continue to progress without having to train for hours per day while experiencing significantly diminished 
returns on your time.
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